Field Linguistics Workshop: 13th Grammatical Studies Workshop
Workshop on “Introduction to Researching Grammar in Conversation”
at Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa, TUFS

Call for participants

1. Goals of this workshop
   - to introduce research on grammar based on conversational data
   - to introduce variation in grammar across genres
   - to provide training on collection, transcription and analysis of conversational data

2. Date/Time: 13-14 February, 2018, 10:30-15:30

3. Venue:
   Room 304, Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa (ILCAA),
   Tokyo University of Foreign Studies (TUFS)

4. Lecturers:
   Michael C. Ewing (ILCAA visiting professor, University of Melbourne)
   Toshihide Nakayama (ILCAA, TUFS)

5. Structure of this workshop

13th Feb (Tue)
Theme: Grammar in conversation
-- We will examine how grammatical structures and patterns observed in conversation are
different from those found in elicited sentences
10:30-11:15: lecture 1: Clauses in Indonesian conversation (Ewing)
11:15-12:00: lecture 2: Unexpected syntax in Japanese conversation (Nakayama)
12:00-13:00: lunch
13:00-15:30: Data session -- Examining language in conversation
-- We will examine conversational data to see what interesting linguistic patterns and
structures we can identify.

14th Feb (Wed)
Theme: Cross-genre variation; Conversational data collection and transcription
10:30-11:15: lecture 3: How language use and patterns differ across genres?
11:15-12:00: lecture 4: Introduction to discourse transcription
12:00-13:00: lunch
13:00-15:30: Practical training: recording & transcribing a conversation

   Lectures may be taken individually. Please bring your own laptop for the practice
   session. Advices on your own data by the lecturer are available at the venue in the
   afternoon session on 15th; please bring your own data.

6. Prerequisites for applicants:
   Students or Researchers of linguistics or related research area

7. Application:
   Application should be made through the application form on the workshop
   webpage below;
   you can access the same webpage through the QR code.

8. Deadline for applications: 11:59 AM (JST), 9 Feb 2018 (Fri.)
9. **Language**: English (Consultation in Japanese will be available in practical training.)

10. **Participation fee**: Free of charge

11. **Further information**: 
   Information about the previous workshops can be found at: 

12. **For further information, contact**: 
   LingDy3 Project Administrative Office 
   Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa (ILCAA) 
   Tokyo University of Foreign Studies (TUFS) 
   E-mail address: info-lingdy[at]aacore.net

**Supported by:** 
Linguistic Dynamics Science 3 (LingDy3), ILCAA, TUFS